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Abstract
The 1: track model for fault tolerant 2 0 processor arrays is extended to 30 mesh architectures. Non-intersecting, continuous, straight and non-near miss compensation paths are
considered. It is shown that when six directions in the 30 mesh are allowed for compensation paths, then switches with 13 states are needed to preserve the 3 0 mesh topology after
faults. It is also shown that switch reconfiguration after faults is local in the sense that the
state of each switch is uniquely determined b y the state of the 2 processors connected to it.

1: Introduction
3D mesh architectures offer a greater degree of interconnection as compared to 2D meshes.
In addition, for practical size arrays, the diameter of a 3D mesh is smaller than the diameter
of 2D meshes since, the diameter of: 2D array with N processors is 2N’2 and the diameter of
a 3D mesh with N processors is 3 N S . In addition the 3D mesh has a larger bisection width
than the 2D array. Moreover, due to the rich connectivity that the 3D mesh offers, it seems
to be ideal for number crunching and image processing tasks like 3D Magnetic Resonance
image processing and 3D connected component labeling [5]. Cray’s recent massively parallel
processing machine, CRAY T3D, has a 3D torus interconnect [4]. It is therefore desirable
to extend 2D fault tolerance techniques into 3D.
Several techniques for tolerating faulty processing elements (PE’s) in 2D by replacing
them with spare PE’s have been studied [6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 131. This paper extends the
If track model used in 2D [9, 141 to 3D and studies reconfigurability in the 3D 1; track
model.

2:

A 1; track, 3D mesh model

The 3D mesh architecture can be considered as layers (in the zy plane) of 2D meshes
stacked in the z direction. A 3 x 3 x 3 mesh is shown in Figure 1. Each P E is connected
to its six nearest neighbors. The six neighbors are in the North (N), South (S), East (E),
West (W), Z+ and Z- directions.
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Figure 1: A 3 x 3 x 3 mesh. The six neighbors of the grey PE are shown in black.
To augment a 3D mesh into the 3D I f track model, a six port switch is inserted between
a P E and each of its six neighbors. The entire 3D array is covered in each of the six sides by
a 2D n x n layer of spare PE’s. Figure 2(a) shows a 2 x 2 x 2 mesh with the corresponding
switches in the 1; track model. Three types of switches are shown depending on where

PE

switch
(b)

Figure 2: The 1; track model in 3D.
they are located: an SV switch is located between two PE’s that are N and S neighbors,
an S H switch is located between two PE’s that are E and W neighbors and an S Z switch
is located between two PE’s that are neighhors in the Z direction. In addition to being
connected to the two PE’s that a switch lies between, an SV switch is connected to four
other SV switches. Namely, its four SV neighboring switches in the yz plane. Similarly, an
SZ switch is connected to 4 other SZ switches and an SH switch is connected to 4 other SH
switches.
Given an n x n x n 3 0 mesh, six 2D n x n meshes of spares are added such that one
is added t o each side (face) of the 3D mesh. In this model which is shown in Figure 2(b),
6n2 spares are added to the n3 non-spare PE’s.
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The connection in a switch of port i to port j will be denoted by C<i, j> where C is a
connection operator, { i , j } E {N, S, E, W , Z+, Z-} and i j . Obviously the operator C i s
symmetric, that is C<i,j> + C<j, i>. The state of a switch will be denoted by the set of
ports that are connected together. For example the state in which N and W are connected
and E and S are connected will be denoted by { C < N , W > , C < E , S > } .
We assume that a faulty P E shorts its north and south ports, its east and west ports,
and its Z+ and Z- ports. For full reconfigurability, a switch should be able to connect any
two of its ports. In general, for a switch with n ports, the number of states connecting
- i).
every port to a different port are ( n - l ) ( n - 3)(n - 5). . . ( n - ( n - 1)) or fly&(.
This implies that for a reconfigurable switch with n = 6 there will be 15 states. Figure 3
shows the 15 states labeled A,B, . ,O.

+

..

Figure 3: Switch states A through 0.

3:

Fault Tolerance in 1; track 3D meshes

When a fault occurs in the 3D mesh, the faulty PE is replaced by one of its six neighboring
PE’s, which in turn is replaced by one of its six neighboring PE’s. This successive replacement of PE’s continues until a spare PE is reached. The path from the faulty PE to the
spare PE is called the compensation path. Like in 2D [9], we will consider compensation
paths in the 3D mesh that are straight, continuous, non-intersecting, and non-overlapping.
Straight compensation path imply that a faulty PE can only be replaced by PE’s that
have direct links to it and that the path does not change direction. This restricts the compensation path types to at most 6. By continuous we mean that the compensation path
terminates a t the spare layer surrounding the 3D mesh. Non-intersecting paths implies
that no two or more paths in different directions can pass through the same PE. Paths
are overlapping if they are in the same or opposite directions and are passing through the
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same PE. Non-overlapping does not allow this. The non-intersecting and non-overlapping
conditions together imply that only a single compensation path can pass through any PE.
In order to generalize the requirement that compensation paths are not in near-miss,
we recall that with 1; tracks, near-miss occurs in 2D when the projection of one path
on the adjacent row (column) overlaps with a path in the opposite directions such that
there is more than one P E in common. In 3D, near miss paths can be understood as a
combination of 2D near-miss paths in two different slices. To check if a compensation path
passing through a P E is in near-miss, the path through this P E is ‘projected’ onto 4 rows
(columns) to check for near miss. For example a P E that has a East or West path (i.e.
a horizontal path) passing through it, will check its adjacent rows t o the north and south
in its zy slice, and two adjacent rows in the z direction in its y z slice. Similarly, adjacent
columns in the zy and zz plane have to be checked for near miss in vertical compensation
paths (paths along the z direction) and adjacent rows in the z z and y z planes need to be
checked for near miss in compensation paths in the Z direction. To clarify the above kinds
of compensation paths in 3D,Figure 4 illustrates specific examples.

Figure 4: (a) Paths c and d are intersecting. Paths a and b are non-intersecting. (b) Paths
a and b are in near-miss. Paths c and d are not in near-miss.
The following notation will be used to refer to a particular kind of compensation path
passing through a particular PE: NC denotes that no compensation path passes through
the PE. A compensation path passing through a P E will be denoted by the direction of the
path. When referring to the state of a PE, we will append to its faulty/healthy state, the
compensation path, if any, that passes through it. For example the state of a P E that is
not faulty and has no compensation path passing through it will be denoted by NF-NC.
Table 1 defines the thirteen possible states of a PE.
We now define the logical array as the desired mesh topology. This is denoted
by C = { C ( i , j , k) I i , j , k = 0,. . .,n } . The physical array is the array which is available to us. It may or may not contain faulty PE’s. The physical array is denoted by
P = { P ( i , j , k )I i , j , k = 0 , . . . , n 1). Fault tolerance is accomplished by mapping each
C ( i , j ,k) either to P ( i , j ,k) (if P ( i ,j, k) is NF-NC), to P(if l , j ,k), to P ( i , j f 1, k), or to
P(i,j,IC& 1).In order to preserve the connectivity among the logical nodes in the 3D mesh,
switches have to be set appropriately. The following two theorems will help in determining
the states of the switches.

+

Theorem 1 In the 1: track 3 0 model, only SV switches are used to establish vertical
connectivity, only SH switches are used to establish horizontal connectivity and only SZ
switches are used to establish Z-direction connectivity.
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Table 1: Possible states of a PE
Index

4
5
6
7

8
9
110
11
12

13

Notation

Fault State

NF-NC

Not Faulty

NF-W
F-W
NF-N
F-N
NF-S
I F-S
I NF-2F-2[ NF-ZI
F-2,

Faulty
Not Faultv
Faulty
Not Faulty
Faultv
Not Faulty
II Faultv
I Not Faulty
Faulty
1 Not Faultv
Faulty

I

~~

I

I

I

I

I

Compensation path
through P E
no compensation paths
East Compensation path
West Compensation path
West Compensation path
North Compensation path
North Comuensation uath
South Compensation path
II South ComDensation oath
I 2- Compensation path
2- Compensation path
1 24 Compensation path
I Z+ Compensation path

I

I

I

Proof: Suppose we want to determine the state of a vertical switch, call it SVo, that lies
between two PE’s, P ( i , j , k ) and P ( i l , j , k ) . For vertical connectivity, the south port
of L ( i , j , k ) should be connected to the north port of L ( i + l , j , k ) . But the south port of
any processor is connected only to a SV switch and so is the north port of any processor.
Moreover by the construction of the network of switches, it is observed that SV switches
are only connected to other SV switches. The only way to change directions, i.e. try using
a SH or a SZ switch would be if a SV switch is connected to a faulty PE. But as stated
earlier, a faulty P E shorts its north and south ports, which would connect the SV via the
faulty P E to another SV. There is no way to change directions and to use a SH or a SZ
switch to maintain vertical neighbors.
Hence only SV switches will be in the routing path that maintains vertical connectivity
between PE’s. Similarly, the theorem can be proved for SZ and SH switches.

+

Corollary 1 Switch routing for any particular kind of switches is independent of the routing for the other two kinds of switches.
Proof: Follows directly from Theorem 1.

Theorem 2 For preserving the 3 0 mesh topology, the state of each switch is determined
only by the states of the two PE’s connected to it.

Proof: Because of Theorem 1 we need to only prove Theorem 3 for any one kind of a
switches. Let us consider SVo. Let the P E north of SVo be P(z,j,k) and the P E south of
SVo b e P ( i + l , j , k ) . IfbothP(i,j,k)and P(i+l,j,k)areNF-NC then SVo isobviouslyin
state H. If a compensation path passes through either P ( i , j , k) or through P ( i + l , j , h ) then
that P E is being replaced by another P E in the direction of the path. This direction cannot
change since only non-intersecting compensation paths are being considered. Hence we do
not require any information other than the states of the two PE’s connected to the switch
since this information, namely, the direction in which the replacement P E lies in, cannot
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change. Therefore all the information needed to determine the state of the switch lies locally
in the two PE’s. Looking globally will not provide any additional useful information.
The local information, that is the states of the two PE’s that lie on either side of a switch,
can be used to index a look up table that stores the switch states. For SV switches, a table,
call it SVT, may be used to store switch states corresponding to all possible combination
of states for the two PE’s connected to the switch. Similary for SH there will be an SHT
and for SZ there will be an SZT. Table 2 shows SVT. The table is in the form of a matrix.
Table 2: Look Up Table for SV switches in the 1; track 3D mesh
model.

The row entries correspond to the state of the PE north of SV while the column entries
correspond to the state of the P E south of SV. The PE states were defined in Table 1.
To illustrate the construction of SVT, we consider SVTlI,Z, the case corresponding to
the north PE (say P(ij,k)) being in state 11 and the south PE (say P(i+lj,k)) being in
state 2. In other words, as shown in Figure 5 , P(ij,k) is F-2- and P ( i + l j , k ) is NF-E
and the state of SVo which lies between them is to be determined. In Figure 5, L(ij,k) is

Figure 5: Example showing SVo switch setting.
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denoted by LN, C(i+lj,k) is denoted by LS, L(ij-1,k) is denoted by LN1 and L(i+l,j-l,k)
is denoted by LS1. The SV switch north of LS will route the north link of LS to the West
since it needs to send back the north link of LS in the direction opposite t o direction of
the compensation path that passes through P ( i t l j t 1 , k ) . SVo expects the north link of
LS on its East port. It will connect its East port to the Z- port since LN is in the Zdirection. The P E south of SVo has an East path through it. Consequently, SVo will
connect its South port to its West port since LN1 is in the west direction. This state of
SVo, {C<E, 2->, C<S, W > } ,is satisfied by J. Therefore entry SVTl1,Z is J. The other
entries in SVT can be obtained by similar reasoning. Some entries in the SVT corresponds
to compensation paths that are intersecting, overlapping, or in near-miss. These entries
are left blank since they correspond to non-reconfigurable situations. Some entries in SVT
are marked with a * to indicate that the switch setting is not important since it is not used
for establishing a connection.
From the above discussion, it is obvious that, if the compensation path (through the
two PE’s connected to SV) in any one of the three directions (vertical, horizontal and Zdirection) is missing, then the state assignment can be treated like in 2D and the two ports
corresponding to the missing direction do not have to be connected. For example, if there
is no Z-direction path through the two PE’s flanking SVo then the 2-ports of SVo do
not have to be connected. SVo can be thought of lying in the ry plane requiring either
{ C < N , W > , C < S , E > } or { C < N , E > , C < S , W > } or { C < N , S > , C < E , W > } . This is
reflected in the matrix on Table 2 by looking at the upper left-most 9 x 9 sub-matrix which
contains only three states, H, E and 0. In all these three states the 2 ports are not used
and this is reflected in the connection {C<Z+, 2->} in all three states. From Table 2, it
is seen that 13 switch states are sufficient to maintain connectivity.
It is possible to derive SZT and SHT from SVT by considering rotational symmetries.
By constructing the tables SVT, SHT and SZT, we thus demonstrate that the 3D mesh
connectivity can be maintained by setting the switches appropriately. That is, we prove
the following theorem.

Theorem 3 A given fault distribution in the 1; tmck 3 0 mesh is reconfigurable if the set
of compensation paths covering the faulty PE’s are stmight, continuous, non-intersecting,
non-overlapping and not in near-miss. Moreover, the state of each switch depends only on
the state of its two neighboring processors.
This is a generalization of the 2D reconfigurabilty theorem in [9].

4:

Routing

In order to obtain a routing algorithm, i.e. the distribution of the compensation paths
covering all the faulty processors such that the paths satisfy the conditions in Theorem
3, the maximum independent graph theory in [9] is now extended to 3D. A completely
connected graph with 6 vertices is formed per faulty P E to represent the six possible
compensation path directions from the PE. Then inter-graph edges are drawn between two
vertices that belong to two different graphs. An inter-graph edge represents directions of
compensation paths that violate the conditions in Theorem 3. For example, in Figure 6
let U; be a vertex in the graph for a faulty P E denoted by PE1 and vj be a vertex in
the graph for another faulty PE, P E * , then an edge < v;,vj > represents the fact that a
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compensation path passing in direction v; through PE1 and a path passing in direction v j
through PE2 will violate a compensation path condition given in Theorem 3. Specifically,
if PE1 has a north compensation path, then PE1 cannot have a south compensation path
since they are in near-miss. Also < N, 2, > are intersecting, < 2-,Z+ > are in near-miss
and < 2-,S > are intersecting.

PE1

(b)

(4

Figure 6: Compensation paths for PE1 and PE2.
The maximal set of independent vertices, that is vertices that are not connected, is then
found. Since each graph is completely connected, one vertex from each graph is chosen.
If the number of vertices so found is equal to the number of faulty PE’s then the fault
distribution is said to be reconfigurable. The directions that should be assigned to a faulty
PE is given by the direction represented by the vertex chosen from the graph of the faulty
PE. For example in Figure 6 some of the paths allowed are {S,E}, {N, 2-} and {Z+, N}.
It is well known that the solution to the maximum independent set problem is NPcomplete. In [15, 141, the authors give a polynomial time algorithm in which the routing
problem in the 2D 1; model is treated as the problem of finding non-intersection straight
lines from faulty PE’s (vertices in a grid) to the the boundary of the grid. The extension of
the polynomial routing algorithm to 3D is not obvious and is the subject of future research.

5 : Conclusions
The contribution of this paper is not to compare the reliability and hardware complexity of
3D mesh models with other architectures. Its purpose is to show that the l f track model
can be applied to 3D meshes as well as 2D meshes and to study the conditions and switch
settings required for reconfiguration after faults in 3D meshes.
The 1; track model in [9] has been extended to 3D meshes. Straight, non-intersecting,
non-overlapping and non-near miss compensation paths are characterized in 3D. Three
kinds of switches in 3D are defined by considering the topology of the two PE’s that each
switch is connected to. It is shown that local information, that is knowledge about the
compensation paths passing through the two PE’s connected to a switch, is sufficient to
determine the state of the switch needed to preserve the 3D mesh topology. It is also shown
that vertical, horizontal and Z-direction routing are independent of one another. A table,
SVT, is derived for the determination of the states of SV switches and the tables for the
other two kinds of switches can be obtained from SVT by rotational symmetry. The number
of unique states for switches required for the I f track 3D mesh model is shown to be 13.
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